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We investigate the evolution of the Mott insulators in the triangular lattice Hubbard Model, as a function
of hole doping δ in both the strong and intermediate coupling limit. Using the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) method, at light hole doping δ . 10%, we find a significant difference between strong and
intermediate couplings. Notably, at intermediate coupling an unusual metallic state emerges, with short ranged
spin correlations but long ranged spin-chirality order. Moreover, no clear Fermi surface or wave-vector is
observed. These features disappear on increasing interaction strength or on further doping. At strong coupling,
the 120 degree magnetic order of the insulating magnet persists for light doping, and produces hole pockets
with a well defined Fermi surface. On further doping, δ ≈ 10% ∼ 20% SDW order and coherent hole Fermi
pockets are found at both strong and intermediate coupling. At even higher doping δ & 20%, the SDW order is
suppressed and the spin-singlet Cooper pair correlations are simultaneously enhanced. We interpret this as the
onset of superconductivity on suppressing magnetic order. We also briefly comment on the strong particle hole
asymmetry of the model, and contrast electron versus hole doping.
Introduction. A central issue in the physics of strongly
correlated materials is the nature of the correlated phases that
emerge on doping a Mott insulator. Given its relevance to the
high temperature cuprate superconductors, much effort have
been devoted to doped Mott insulators in the square lattice
Hubbard Model[1–4]. However, the analogous problem on
the triangular lattice is equally interesting and likely to exhibit
new and distinct physics, due to the absence of nesting and
particle-hole symmetry and magnetic frustration in the mini-
mal models.
Experimentally, the discovery of the spin liquids [5, 6]
in organic materials [7–12] like κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3,
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 and κ-H3(Cat-EDT-TTF)2 has trig-
gered substantial efforts on the triangular lattice Hub-
bard model, which is suggested to be the simplest
model to understand unconventional correlated physics
in these systems. More recently, the triangular lat-
tice magnets including Ba3CuSb2O9[13], Yb2Ti2O7[14],
Cs2CuCl4 [15, 16], Ba3CoSb2O9[17], YbMgGaO4[18],
TbInO3[19], NaYbO2[20, 21], the transition-metal dichalco-
genide (TMD) [22, 23] as well as twisted bilayers of TMD
[24–26] have been successively suggested to realize triangu-
lar lattice Hubbard models or their effective Heisenberg mod-
els. In a different background, the optical lattices with loading
ultracold fermions [27–29] provide a completely new play-
ground for Hubbard models.
Theoretically, the triangular lattice Hubbard model still
poses a great challenge. At half filling, mean field ap-
proaches [30–34] and numerical studies [35–52] have identi-
fied the metal-insulator transition (MIT) around Uc/t ≈5∼8,
and two distinct Mott insulators: a 120◦ Ne´el ordered phase
in the strong coupling U  t limit, and a quantum disor-
dered state, potentially a spin liquid phase, around the MIT.
Away from half-filling, the slave-boson mean field [53–56],
renormalization group [57] and numerical calculations [58–
61] have mainly focused on superconductivity and its pair-
ing symmetry. Nevertheless, a systematic study of the corre-
lated phases emerging from doped Mott insulators with strong
coupling approaches is a much needed endeavor, where many
open questions are of equivalent importance as the intensively
investigated square lattice [2–4]. Motivated by the above, in
this letter, we study the emergent correlated phases obtained
on doping the two distinct Mott insulators (which appear in
the intermediate and strong coupling regimes) in the triangu-
lar lattice Hubbard model. We focus on hole doping the t > 0
model in Eqn. 1 below.
Model and Method. We consider the doped Hubbard
model on a triangular lattice described by
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(c†iσcjσ + h.c.) + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓, (1)
where 〈i, j〉 denotes the nearest neighbor links, c†iσ (ciσ ) and
niσ represent the electron creation (annihilation) operators
and number operators at site i with spin σ (σ = ↑, ↓), respec-
tively and we take t > 0; U > 0. We perform a comparative
study of the doped Mott insulators with two distinct emer-
gent spin backgrounds [48, 50, 51]: (i) a quantum disordered
spin background (“spin liquid”) that emerges at intermediate
coupling strength and (ii) the 120◦ Ne´el ordered state which
emerges in the strong coupling limit. In this work, we mainly
focus on the hole doped side, but also discuss the particle-hole
asymmetry with respect to electron and hole doping.
Since the computational cost of DMRG [62, 63] increases
exponentially with system width, we focus on cylinders simi-
lar to earlier DMRG studies on the square lattice. The cylin-
der is spanned by vectors Lxex = Lx(1, 0) and Lyey =
Ly(1/2,
√
3/2) with circumference Ly . Considering the fact
that the spin long-range ordered phase becomes gapped for
even Ly [64], it requires odd Ly and integral multiple of 3 for
both Lx and Ly in order to capture the nature of the 120◦ Ne´el
order, therefore the Ly = 3 cylinder is the best choice within
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Fig. 1. (Color online) The static spin structure factor Sq(Q) as a function of hole doping concentrations δ. Panels (a-c, e-g) show the contour
plot of Sq(Q) for U/t = 9 (a-c) and U/t = 18 (e-g) with different δ. From left to right in each row, we consider three typical hole doping
concentrations: δ = 1/18 (a, e), δ = 1/6 (b, f) and δ = 2/9 (c, g). The black dots represent the accessible momenta points in the Brillouin
zone (dashed line) for N = 24 × 3 cylinders. Panels (d) and (h) show Sq(Q) at Q = K± as a function of δ for U/t = 9 and U/t = 18,
respectively. The bond dimension of such calculation is set up to 6000∼8000.
the capacity of our computational resources. We mainly fo-
cus on Ly = 3 but also compare with Ly = 4 cylinders
in the present work. The bond dimension is set up to 12,
000∼20, 000 (depending on system size and physical quan-
tity) with maximum truncation error of the order or less than
10−6 (10−5) for Ly = 3 (Ly = 4).
Evolution of Spin Correlations and Spin Chirality with
Hole Doping. We begin with probing the ground state proper-
ties of the model Hamiltonian (1) as a function of hole doping
δ in the spin channel by examining the spin structure factor
Sq(Q) =
1
N
∑
i,j
〈
Szi S
z
j
〉
eiQ(ri−rj). Figures 1 (a-c) and (e-
g) show the contour plot of Sq at three typical hole doping
concentrations for U/t = 9 and U/t = 18, respectively.
Spin correlations at intermediate coupling: For U/t = 9,
Sq is featureless at light doping [see Fig. 1 (a) for δ = 1/18],
consistent with a spin liquid phase identified at half filling by
DMRG [50, 51]. With further doping, it exhibits sharp peaks
at Q = K± for moderate doping [see Fig. 1 (b) for δ = 1/6],
suggesting a doping induced commensurate SDW. The inter-
mediate SDWs are finally suppressed on further increasing
doping beyond 20% [see Fig. 1 (c) for δ = 2/9]. To probe
the evolution of SDWs with hole doping, we keep track of
Sq(K
±) as a function of δ, as shown in Fig. 1 (d), Sq(K±)
is independent of Lx for δ . 10% at intermediate coupling,
consistent with a nonmagnetic spin background. However, on
further increasing doping to δ ≈ 10% ∼ 20%, Sq(K±) is
significantly enhanced and its height also increases with sys-
tem size, indicating the doping induced SDW, which finally
disappears at δ & 20%.
Spin correlations at strong coupling: In contrast, on dop-
ing holes into the strong coupling U/t = 18 model, a 120◦
Ne´el ordered spin background with sharp peaks in Sq(K±)
survives until δ ≈ 20% for Ly = 3 [see Fig. 1 (e,f,h)]. Fur-
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Spin and chirality correlators. Panel (a) shows
Sq as a function of hole doping for U/t = 9 and U/t = 18 at
momentum M and at the accessible momentum closest to K, on
Ly = 4 cylinders. The chiral-chiral correlations as a function of
distance r for different hole doping at U/t = 9 on Ly = 4 cylinders
are shown in panel (b) , the inset of which is the value of chiral-chiral
correlations at r = Lx/2 as a function of δ. The bond dimension of
such calculation is set up to 10,000∼12,000.
thermore, the height of these peaks also increase with system
sizes [see Fig. 1 (h)], indicating that the commensurate SDW
order remains robust against hole doping in the strong cou-
pling limit. At δ > 20%, the spin correlations become short
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The properties of doped holes - Fermi surface and charge structure factor. (a-d) The contour plot of electron momentum
distribution nh(k) for U/t = 9 (a-b) and U/t = 18 (c-d) at doping δ = 1/18 and δ = 1/9. Panel (e) show the cuts of nh(k) through K at
doping δ = 1/18 (left) and δ = 1/9 (right), respectively. Panel (f) shows the second order derivatives of the density structure factor Nq , the
peaks at q0 indicate the wave vector of charge modulations. The bond dimension of such calculation is set up to 10,000∼12,000.
ranged and are indistinguishable for both coupling strengths.
Spin correlations for Ly = 4: For wider cylinders with
Ly = 4, we find the spin backgrounds at δ . 10% also re-
semble the ones at half filling. Although the momentaK± are
unaccessible for Ly = 4 and the spin ordered phase becomes
spin gapped due to the even-leg effect, the intensity of Sq is
concentrated at the momentum closest to K± in the strong
coupling limit (at δ . 10%). These facts indicate the nature
of spin background at light doping is mainly determined by
coupling strength U/t. At moderate doping δ ≈ 10% ∼ 20%,
the commensurate SDWs exhibits competing wave vector M.
To show it more clearly, we study Sq at M and in the vicin-
ity of K± as a function of hole doping, as shown in Fig. 2
(a), the intensity of Sq(M) is significantly enhanced at mod-
erate doping, while the SDWs are finally suppressed for larger
doping δ & 20%. This potentially indicates an SDW with a
different wave-vector being stabilized at these dopings, which
will require more careful study in future work.
Spin chirality: To further investigate the nature of mag-
netic disordered spin background at δ . 10% with intermedi-
ate coupling strength, we examine the spin chirality order by
computing the chiral correlations |〈C4iC4j 〉|, where the chi-
ral operator C4i = Si1 · (Si2 × Si3) is defined on the triangle
formed by three neighboring sites i1, i2 and i3. As shown
in Fig. 2 (b), the chiral correlations indicate the (quasi-)long
range chiral order at δ . 10% for Ly = 4, we also note that
it has sign change between different plaquettes for Ly = 3
(but not for Ly = 4, where no such change of sign is seen)
at half filling. When we fix the distance r = Lx/2, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 2 (b), the chiral correlations rapidly drop
beyond 10% doping, indicating the suppressed spin chirality
order at larger doping. Compared with half filling, we find
〈C4iC4j 〉 ∼ 10−4 at δ . 10%, which is roughly consistent
with chiral operator mean-value 〈C4i〉 ∼ 10−2 as reported in
Ref [51]. We further examine the spin gap of such magnetic
disordered state and find it becomes vanishingly small with in-
creasing Lx for Ly = 3, 4 (see supplementary materials [71]).
Hole Pockets evolution with Doping. In the charge chan-
nel, we examine the properties of doped holes by measur-
ing the hole momentum distribution function nh(k), which
can be extracted from the change of electron momentum
distribution after doping: nh(k) ≡ n0(k) − nδ(k), where
nδ(k) =
1
N
∑
i,j,σ〈c†iσcjσ〉eik(ri−rj) represents the electron
momentum distribution at hole doping δ, n0(k) corresponds
to half filling at the same coupling strength U/t.
At light hole doping δ < 10%, we find the following con-
trasting outcomes depending on whether one is at strong or
intermediate coupling. At strong coupling, the doped holes
form small pockets around K± [see Fig. 3 (c) for U/t = 18],
while at intermediate coupling each hole pocket splits into two
parts [see Fig. 3 (a) for U/t = 9]. To see this more clearly, we
show the cuts of nh(k) across the hole pockets in Fig. 3 (e).
Strikingly, at strong coupling there is a sharp drop in nh(k)
characterizing a well defined Fermi momentum of holes in the
spin ordered background, while at intermediate coupling there
is a broad momentum distribution for lightly doped holes. The
4latter is indicative of fractionalized spin and charge excitations
- although the total momentum of the spin and charge is con-
served, the momentum shared between separated charge and
spin excitations would lead to the absence of a well defined
Fermi momentum for holes [65].
We also compared nh(k) with charge density structure fac-
tor Nq to further confirm it. Nq is defined by the Fourier
transformation of density-density correlations, i.e., Nq =
1
N
∑
i,j (〈ninj〉 − 〈ni〉〈nj〉)eiq(ri−rj). As shown in Fig. 3
(f), the peaks in the second order derivative of Nq charac-
terize wave vectors of the charge modulations q0, or equiv-
alently, the scattering between holes near the Fermi surface
with momentum difference ∆q. For a Fermi liquid state that
appears to be present in the strong coupling regime, q0 = ∆q,
where the corresponding charge modulations (see supplemen-
tary [71]) can be attributed to the intra-pocket scattering.
A striking observation is that in the anomalous chiral metal
(the lightly doped intermediate coupling state) we find charge
modulations with the same wave vectors q0 as in the strong
coupling limit. However, unlike in the strong coupling limit, a
well defined Fermi momentum for doped holes is lacking [see
Fig. 3 (e)]. The significant difference between Nq and nh(k)
suggests the spin and charge are no longer confined together
in the anomalous chiral metal, consistent with doping a spin
liquid.
At larger doping δ > 10%, a well defined hole pocket is
reconstructed even at intermediate coupling strength around
K± [see Fig. 3 (b)], while for the strong coupling strength,
the original hole pockets gradually increase with doping [see
Fig. 3 (d)]. Both cases have the same Fermi momentum, as
illustrated by the jump in nh(k) in Fig. 3 (e). The momen-
tum difference ∆q between holes near Fermi surface exactly
matches the peak q0 in the second order derivative of the
charge structure factor, Nq, i.e., q0 = ∆q.
Evolution of Superconducting Pair-Pair Correlations
with Hole Doping. Below we examine the superconduc-
tivity on hole doping by measuring the pair-pair correlations
D(r) ≡
〈
(∆ˆs,ti )
†∆ˆs,ti+r
〉
, in which the Cooper pair opera-
tors in the singlet and triplet channels are defined by ∆ˆsi ≡
1√
2
∑
σ σci1,σci2,−σ , and ∆ˆ
t
i ≡ 1√2
∑
σ ci1,σci2,−σ , respec-
tively. Here, we focus on the local pairing between the nearest
sites (i1, i2) and average D(r) on three bonds of each triangle
for a fixed distance r to reduce the anisotropic effect induced
by open edges, D(r) = 13
∑
4 |D(r)|. Figures 4 (a-b) show
the pair-pair correlations for U/t = 9 at typical doping levels
on Ly = 3, 4 cylinders, we put the results at U/t = 18 in the
supplementary due to its similar behavior. For both intermedi-
ate coupling U/t = 9 and strong coupling U/t = 18 models,
we find the pairing strength in singlet channel are stronger
than triplet channel, and thus we will focus on singlet pairing.
We also notice that, at larger doping δ > 20%, while the sin-
glet pairing has stronger correlations at longer distance, the
triplet pairing becomes competitive with singlet pairing when
further increasing δ, particularly for wider systems.
In our quasi one dimensional setup, true long range order in
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The pair-pair correlations. Panels (a-b) show
the pair-pair correlations in singlet channels for U/t = 9 on Ly =
3, Lx = 36 (a) and Ly = 4, Lx = 30 (b) cylinders. The main
panels show the plots in semi-logarithmic scale, while the insets are
the plots in double-logarithmic scale. The bond dimension of such
calculation is set up to 20, 000.
the pair correlation functionD(r) is forbidden by the Mermin-
Wagner theorem. We therefore content ourselves with look-
ing for slow power law decay (D(r) ∼ 1/rη where η ∼ 1 ),
which, as we show appears at the largest cylinder circumfer-
ences and at high doping. In this regime the spin-spin corre-
lations are short ranged.
For Ly = 3 cylinders, as shown in Fig. 4 (a), the pair-
pair correlations D(r) decay exponentially at light doping
δ = 1/18 and moderate doping δ = 1/6, while its ampli-
tude and decay length increase with the increase of hole dop-
ing. For these doping levels, we have found spatial charge
modulations [71], the number of peaks in the hole distribution
function equals to the number of doped holes. This is incon-
sistent with a strongly paired state, where the number of peaks
would be half the number of doped holes. At larger doping
δ & 20% , where the SDWs are strongly suppressed and the
spin correlations become short ranged [see Fig. 1 (c-d)], D(r)
are further enhanced. If we fit D(r) by a power-law function
D(r) ∼ r−α, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a), the exponent
α ≈ 2.9 is relatively large, which suggests that the enhance-
ment for doping below and above 20% are insignificant. This
might be due to the stronger quantum fluctuations for Ly = 3.
For Ly = 4 cylinders, as shown in Fig. 4 (b), we also find
that the amplitude and the decay length of pair-pair correla-
tions are enhanced with the increase of hole doping. In par-
ticular, at moderate hole doping δ ≈ 10% ∼ 20%, the (quasi-
)long range SDWs become short ranged due to the even-leg
5effect, D(r) could be fitted by a power-law function but with
relatively large exponent α ≈ 2.8, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4 (b) in double-logarithmic scale. Due to the large expo-
nent, the power-law fitting and the exponential fitting would
be very close, implying that the superconductivity is not dom-
inant when the SDWs exist. At δ & 20%, the pair-pair cor-
relations are further enhanced when the SDWs are suppressed
[see Fig. 2 (a)]. The double-logarithmic in the inset of Fig. 4
(b) shows α ≈ 1.8 at δ = 25% and α ≈ 1.3 at δ = 1/3.
The last observation gives evidence for superconductivity be-
ing stabilized at these relatively large dopings. Although the
short-ranged spin backgrounds obtain on wider cylinders al-
ready at δ ∼ 20%, pushing to higher dopings considerably
strengthens the pair-pair correlations.
On square lattice, the previous studies mainly focused on
1/8 doping [66–70] and reported the exponential decay of
pair-pair correlations for four-leg ladders [66–68] or 2D [68],
which was attributed to the competition between charge-
density waves (or stripes) and superconductivity. Here, we
have identified the doping induced commensurate SDWs at
δ ≈ 10% ∼ 20%, where the superconductivity is strongly
suppressed, implying the competition between SDWs and su-
perconductivity on triangular lattice. We note that the ex-
istence of d-wave superconductivity is reported in the same
triangular-lattice model for Ly = 3 ladders at U/t = 10 [61] .
Our findings are consistent with hole pairing driven by spin
super-exchange coupling, similar to the pairing mechanism
proposed for square lattice case [2–4]. An additional observa-
tion that is consistent with the superexchange scenario is that
at intermediate coupling where the superexchance J ∼ t2/U
exceeds that at strong coupling, the pair correlations are gen-
erally found to be stronger (compare Fig. 4 at intermediate
coupling with the strong coupling correlators in the Supple-
mentary).
Intermediate Coupling Strong Coupling
Doping U ∼ 9t U ∼ 18t
Light Anomalous Chiral SDW+Metal
0 < δ < 10% Metal
Moderate SDW’ +Metal SDW’+Metal
10% < δ < 20%
High no-SDW no-SDW
20% < δ singlet pairing singlet pairing
TABLE I. Summary of results as a function of doping (light, mod-
erate and high as defined above) and coupling strength (intermediate
and strong). The SDW phase has the same wave-vector as the 120◦
magnetic order but the wave-vector in SDW’ is at a potentially differ-
ent (M ) momentum point when K point is inaccessible. The anoma-
lous chiral metal has short ranged spin correlations but long ranged
spin chirality order. No clear Fermi surface is detected, unlike in the
other regimes.
Particle-hole Asymmetry. Based on the above measure-
ment, we summarize our findings in Table I and set up the hole
doped phase diagram as depicted in Fig. 5. Now we discuss
the particle-hole asymmetry with respect to electron and hole
U[t]
δ
10%~ 
𝑼𝒄𝟐
𝑼𝒄𝟏
U=9
U=18
20%~ 
Enhanced
pair-pair
correlations
Spin density wave phases 
Chiral metal
Fig. 5. (Color online). The phase diagram of hole doped two distinct
spin backgrounds for U/t = 9 and U/t = 18 as a function of hole
doping concentrations δ.
doping. In contrast to the hole doped case, where light doping
δ ∼ 10% does not change the spin background, even a small
density of doped electrons have a dramatic effect on the spin
background (see Supplementary Materials). For example, at
intermediate coupling even for doping as low as δ ∼ 5% the
maxima of the spin-spin correlation function shifts to wave
vector M (on Ly = 3 cylinders). The distinct spin back-
grounds after doping characterize the asymmetric roles of the
doped holes and electrons. We further probe the particle-hole
asymmetry by studying the electron momentum distributions
in the single particle channel [71], the doped electrons tend to
form pockets around M/2 for both coupling strength U/t, the
area of which gradually increase with the electron density. In
contrast on the hole doped side, hole pockets were typically
located near the K± points. We leave the systematic study of
electron doping to future work.
Conclusions. Our study of the half filled triangular lattice
Hubbard model at finite doping reveals that different Mott in-
sulators obtained on changing the coupling strength U/t leads
to significantly different physics at hole light doping. In the
strong coupling limit a Fermi liquid with well defined hole
pockets at the K± points is observed. In contrast at interme-
diate coupling, hole pockets do not exhibit well defined quasi-
particles. Moreover long ranged spin chirality correlations
along with short ranged spin-spin correlations are observed.
These observations are consistent with spin-charge separation
and spin liquid physics. However, at moderate doping and
high doping, a SDW is established across the range of cou-
pling strengths and competes with superconductivity which is
established on further doping. This phenomenology should be
contrasted with the competition between the emergent charge
density wave (CDW) and superconductivity on the square lat-
tice. Our findings for the doped Mott insulators here opens
up the study of the distinct signatures of correlated electron
physics on frustrated lattices, and the inherent electron hole
asymmetry in these problems. A promising platform to ex-
perimentally study these issues is the recently realized moire
lattice TMD or twisted TMD bilayers [25, 26], which is sug-
gested to be described by triangular lattice Hubbard model, in
which the coupling strength U/t is widely tunable through the
6twist angle.
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Supplemental Material
A. Charge Modulations
In the charge channel, we examine the real-space distri-
bution of the doped holes. The doped holes distribute uni-
formly in each rung of cylinder due to the periodical bound-
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Fig. S1. (Color online) The real-space hole density profile nh(x) for
U/t = 9 and U/t = 18 at doping level δ = 1/18, 1/9, 1/6 on Lx =
36, Ly = 3 cylinders. The inset shows the second order derivatives
of the density structure factor Nq , where the peaks indicate the wave
vectors of the charge modulations q0.
ary conditions along ey, we thus focus on the hole distribu-
tion along ex and define nh (x) ≡
∑Ly
y=1 n
h (x, y), where
nh(x, y) ≡ 1 − n(x, y) denotes the hole density on the site
with coordinate (x, y). As shown in Fig. S1 for U/t = 9
and U/t = 18, the doped holes exhibit strongly spatial mod-
ulations at δ . 20% for both cases, while their amplitude
decrease with the increase of hole concentration. The wave
vectors of the charge modulations q0 can be determined by
the singularity/kinks in the structure factors Nq , as illustrated
in the second order derivative of Nq in the inset of Fig. S1.
Moreover, the number of peaks in nh(x) equals to the number
of doped holes, implying the absence of strongly pairing state.
B. Pair-Pair correlations for U/t = 18
In the main text, we have shown the pair-pair correlations
D(r) for intermediate coupling strength U/t = 9 on Ly = 3
and Ly = 4 cylinders. In this section, we will mainly focus
on strong coupling U/t = 18. The main results are shown in
Fig. S2.
For both Ly = 3 and Ly = 4 cylinders, we also find that
the pair-pair correlations D(r) are enhanced with the increase
of hole doping [see Fig. S2], which is similar to U/t = 9
case. Different from U/t = 9, we only find the enhanced am-
plitude of D(r), the decay length does not change too much
with hole doping at δ . 20%, which could be attributed to
the different nature of spin backgrounds for these two cou-
pling strength at δ . 10%. In the strong coupling limit, the
SDWs are dominant at δ . 20%. In the intermediate coupling
regime, the SDWs become dominant when doping holes be-
yond δ ≈ 10%, while the spin background is disordered at
δ . 10%.
At larger doping δ & 20% , where the SDWs are strongly
suppressed and the spin correlations become short ranged,
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Fig. S2. (Color online) The pair-pair correlations. Panels (a-b) show the pair-pair correlations in singlet channels for U/t = 18 on Ly =
3, Lx = 36 (a) and Ly = 4, Lx = 30 (b) cylinders. The main panels show the plots in semi-logarithmic scale, while the insets are the same
plots but in double-logarithmic scale. The bond dimension of such calculation is set up to 20000.
D(r) are further enhanced. If we fit D(r) by a power-law
function D(r) ∼ r−α for Ly = 3 cylinders, as shown in the
inset of Fig. S2 (a), the exponent α ≈ 3.6 is quiet large, which
suggests that the enhancement for doping below and above
20% are insignificant. This is similar to U/t = 9 case, and
might be due to the stronger quantum fluctuations for Ly = 3.
The inset of Fig. S2 (b) shows the double-logarithmic plot of
Ly = 4 cylinders at larger doping. At moderate hole dop-
ing δ ≈ 10% ∼ 20%, the (quasi-)long range SDWs become
short ranged due to the even-leg effect, then D(r) also de-
cay slower, which could be fitted by a power-law function but
with relatively large exponent α ≈ 2.8, the pair-pair correla-
tions are further enhanced when the SDWs are suppressed at
δ & 20%. The power-law fitting shows the exponent α ≈ 1.5
at δ = 1/3.
C. Spin gap in anomalous chiral metal phase.
We further examine the spin gap ∆s of such magnetic disor-
dered state by calculating the energy difference between two
lowest energy states in Sztot = 1 and S
z
tot = 0 sectors, i.e.,
∆s ≡ E0(Sztot = 1) − E0(Sztot = 0). We push the bond di-
mension up to 20, 000 to perform the extrapolation. As shown
in Fig. S3, ∆s becomes vanishingly small with increasing Lx
for Ly = 3, 4.
D. Electron Doping
In the main text, we mainly focus on the hole doped side,
in this section, we will discuss the results of electron doped
side to illustrate the particle-hole asymmetry. For the elec-
tron doping case, we also choose U/t = 9 and U/t = 18 for
comparative study, corresponding to the spin liquid and 120◦
Ne´el ordered phase at half filling. Here, we should note that
the comprehensive study of electron doping lies outside of the
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Fig. S3. (Color online) The extrapolation of the spin gap ∆s ≡
E0(S
z
tot = 1)− E0(Sztot = 0) for light doping with U/t = 9.
scope of the present work, which we will leave for future sys-
tematical investigations.
We first examine the spin channel by measuring the static
spin structure factor Sq(Q) = 1N
∑
i,j
〈
Szi S
z
j
〉
eiQ(ri−rj).
We have found the120◦ Ne´el order is robust against hole dop-
ing up to δ ≈ 10%, in contrast, the lightly doped electrons
can significantly suppress the the 120◦ Ne´el order at less than
5% doping, as shown in Fig. S5 for Sq(K±) as a function of
electron doping δ. The amplitude of Sq(K±) decays rapidly
upon doping electrons. Figures S4 (a-d) and (e-h) show the
contour plot of Sq against electron doping with U/t = 9 and
U/t = 18, respectively. For the electron doped spin liquid
at U/t = 9, Sq exhibits peaks at commensurate momentum
q = M up to around δ = 1/6 [see Fig. S4 (a-c)], indicating
the commensurate SDWs. For the electron doped 120◦ Ne´el
ordered spin background with U/t = 18 [see Fig. S4 (e-g)],
Sq exhibits splitting peaks around q = M, suggesting the in-
commensurate SDWs. At larger doping δ > 20%, the spin
backgrounds are indistinguishable for U/t = 9 and U/t = 18
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Fig. S4. (Color online) (a) The contour plot of spin structure factor Sq for U/t = 9 [(a) to (d)] and U/t = 18 [(e) to (h)] with different electron
doping concentrations δ. From left to right in each row, the concentrations of the doped electrons are δ = 1/18 (a, e), δ = 1/9 (b,f), δ = 1/6
(c, g), δ = 2/9 (d, h). The black dots represent the momentum points we can access in the Brillouin zone (dashed line) of N = 36 × 3
cylinders.
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Fig. S5. (Color online) The spin structure factor Sq at K± points as
a function of the doped electron concentration δ for U/t = 9 (a) and
U/t = 18 (b).
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Fig. S6. (Color online)The contour plot of the doped electron mo-
mentum distribution ne(k) for U/t = 9 (a) and U/t = 18 (b) at
doping δ = 1/18.
[see Fig. S4 (d) and (h)], the spin correlations become short
ranged for both coupling strength. The different stability of
the spin backgrounds against doping can be served as an evi-
dence of the asymmetry with respect to the electron and hole
doping on triangular lattice.
In the single particle channel, we examine the momen-
tum distribution of doped electrons. We calculate the doped
electron momentum distribution function ne(k), which can
be defined as the change of electron momentum distribu-
tion after doping, ne(k) ≡ nδ(k) − n0(k), where nδ(k) =
1
N
∑
i,j,σ〈c†iσcjσ〉eik(ri−rj) represents the electron momen-
tum distribution at electron doping concentration δ, n0(k) de-
notes half filling. As shown in Fig. S6, we find the lightly
doped electrons tend to form small electron pocket around
M/2 for both U/t = 9 and U/t = 18. With the increase
of electron doping, we find the area of the hole pockets grad-
ually increase, in contrast to the hole doped side as discussed
in the main text.
